
Ceroc Competition Rules Amendment Register

Date Amendment No. Section Amendment Description

29-May-15 CCRMay15-1 2.4 Add "except for Newcomer events which have no minimum." to the end of the first sentence under Classic categories.

29-May-15 CCRMay15-2 2.4 Remove from 1st bullet point " and Intermediate B"

1st bullet point to now  read "● Newcomer categories: First - 9 points, Second - 6 points, Third - 3 points."

29-May-15 CCRMay15-3 2.4 Add new 2nd bullet point "● Intermediate B categories: First - 21 points, Second - 14 points, Third - 7 points."

29-May-15 CCRMay15-4 2.4 Remove 3rd bullet point "● Open Freestyle category: First - 15 points, Second - 10 points, Third - 5 points."

29-May-15 CCRMay15-5 2.4 Replace 3rd bullet point with existing bullet point 2 "● Intermediate A and above categories: First - 30 points, Second - 20 points, Third - 10 points."

29-May-15 CCRMay15-6 2.4 Add "except for Open Freestyle which requires a minimum of 6." to the end of the first sentence under Creative categories.

29-May-15 CCRMay15-7 4.1 Remove "Open Freestyle" & associated bullet points at bottom of Section 4.1

29-May-15 CCRMay15-8 6.0 Create new 6.1 and add "Open Freestyle" & associated bullet points from section 4.1. 

Note: Open Freestyle points allocation is now the same as Creative Category points allocation.

29-May-15 CCRMay15-9 6.0 Change remaining numerical section sequence for existing sections only. 

29-May-15 CCRMay15-10 6.0 Add "except Open Freestyle." to 1st bullet point under under Creative Category Rules.

29-May-15 CCRMay15-11 All Pages Add "Version: May 2015" as a Header to all pages of the document.

06-May-16 CCRMay16-1 2.1 Add new 4th bullet point "● A competitor’s points will be reset at the minimum points required each time they move up into a new competitive level. "

06-May-16 CCRMay16-2 5.3 Replace "5.3 Intermediate and Advanced Teams" with "5.3 Teams"

06-May-16 CCRMay16-3 5.3 Remove "Intermediate & Advanced Team Rule" sub heading and replace with "Team Rules"

06-May-16 CCRMay16-4 5.3 Replace 1st bullet point "● Open to competitors with 3 or more points." with "● Open to all competitors"

06-May-16 CCRMay16-5 All Pages Add "Version: May 2016" as a Header to all pages of the document.

17-Apr-18 CCRApril18-1 Contents Add new "2.6 International Competitors"

17-Apr-18 CCRApril18-2 Contents Add "3.5 Newcomer Moves"

17-Apr-18 CCRApril18-3 2.2 Add "Please refer to section 2.6 for further details" at the end of the 2nd paragraph.

17-Apr-18 CCRApril18-4 2.4 Under Classic categories add "Should a category run as a straight final, then half of the points stated below will be allocated except for 

Newcomer events which have no minimum." at the end of the first paragragh.

17-Apr-18 CCRApril18-5 2.4 Under Classic categories replace 1st bullet point "● Newcomer categories: First - 9 points, Second - 6 points, Third 3 points."

with "● Newcomer categories: First - 3 points, Second - 3 points, Third 3 points."

17-Apr-18 CCRApril18-6 2.4 Under Classic categories replace 2nd bullet point "●Intermediate B categories: First - 21 points, Second - 14 points, Third - 7 points."

with "●Intermediate B and Intermediate A categories: First - 16 points, Second - 8 points, Third - 4 points."

17-Apr-18 CCRApril18-7 2.4 Under Classic categories replace 3rd bullet point "● Intermediate A and above categories: First - 30 points, Second - 20 points, Third 10 points." 

with "●Advanced B categories and above: First - 24 points, Second - 16 points, Third - 8 points."

17-Apr-18 CCRApril18-8 2.4 Under Cabaret categories add new bullet point "● Newcomer Teams: First - 1 point, Second - 1 point, Third 1 point."

17-Apr-18 CCRApril18-9 2.0 Add new "2.6 International Competitors" and two paragraphs.

17-Apr-18 CCRApril18-10 3.5 Remove "Arm Jive, American Spin, Accordian, Left Side Change" and add "Return"

17-Apr-18 CCRApril18-11 All Pages Add "Version: April 2018" as a Header to all pages of the document.

14-Mar-21 CCRMarch21-1 Header Updated to "Version: March 2021" on all pages.

14-Mar-21 CCRMarch21-2 Contents Add new 3.2 Section "3.2 Timing"

14-Mar-21 CCRMarch21-3 Contents Existing Sections following new "3.2 Timing" section renumbered. 

14-Mar-21 CCRMarch21-4 1.1 Remove second paragraph and replace with bullet points.

14-Mar-21 CCRMarch21-5 2.3 Under Points for Advanced A remove information and add "180-299".

14-Mar-21 CCRMarch21-6 2.4 Under Cabaret categories 1st bullet point 



 add "If a preselection process has taken place and less than 3 showcases perform, then all showcases shall receive 1 point."

14-Mar-21 CCRMarch21-7 2.4 Under Cabaret categories 3rd bullet point add "If less than 3 teams perform, then all teams shall receive 1 point.)

14-Mar-21 CCRMarch21-8 2.6 Section renamed "International and NZ Modern Jive Competitors" 

14-Mar-21 CCRMarch21-9 2.6 1st and 2nd paragraphs rewritten to include NZ Modern Jive Competitor levels and Ceroc Dance New Zealand replaced with "Ceroc® NZ"'

14-Mar-21 CCRMarch21-10 3.1 Under Ceroc® Style; the 3rd bullet point is replaced with "● Ceroc® has a concertina (inwards and outwards, coming together and going away)

  action with the lead usually stepping RIGHT / LEFT and the follow usually stepping LEFT / RIGHT on the “& 1” of a Ceroc®  Count.

14-Mar-21 CCRMarch21-11 3.2 New 3.2 Section added "3.2 Timing" incorporating 4 bullet points.

14-Mar-21 CCRMarch21-12 3.2-3.6 Existing Sections following new "3.2 Timing" section renumbered. 

14-Mar-21 CCRMarch21-13 4.1 Under 4.1 Champion Freestyle add "●Death spirals are allowed in Champions Spotlights only"

14-Mar-21 CCRMarch21-14 6 Under Creative Category Rules 1st bullet point add "and Champions / Invitational Spotlights".

13-Mar-23 CCRMarch23-1 2.4 Earning Points Classic Freestyle & DWAS categories 1st sentence, Change to “A minimum of six couples for Freestyle and six individual leads and six 

individual follows for DWAS, are required in a final for points to be awarded.”

13-Mar-23 CCRMarch23-2 2.4 3rd sentence: Change to “Should a category run as a straight final, then half of the points stated below will be allocated and no points will be awarded

   to finalists that did not place."

13-Mar-23 CCRMarch23-3 2.4 2nd & 3rd bullet points: add “Finalists that did not place – 2 points.”

13-Mar-23 CCRMarch23-4 2.4 Creative categories 1st sentence: Remove “except for Open which requires a minimum of 6.”

13-Mar-23 CCRMarch23-5 2.4 1st bullet point: Change to: “First - 4 points, Second - 3 points, Third - 2 points, Finalists that did not place -1 point.”

 2.4 New sentence: “Should a category run as a straight final, then half of the points stated below will be allocated and no points will be awarded 

 to finalists that did not place.”

13-Mar-23 CCRMarch23-6 2.6 International and NZ Modern Jive Competitors replace: “the dancer…” with “the competitor…”

13-Mar-23 CCRMarch23-7 3.2 3rd bullet point: “Transiting or moving…” Change to: “Transitioning or moving…”

13-Mar-23 CCRMarch23-8 4.1 Freestyle Advance A Freestyle Remove 2nd bullet point.

13-Mar-23 CCRMarch23-9 4.2 DWAS Rules 2nd bullet point: Change to "The lead and the follow are judged separately.”

13-Mar-23 CCRMarch23-10 4.2 Remove 5th bullet point

13-Mar-23 CCRMarch23-11 4.2 6th bullet point: Change to “Each pairing will have a minimum of 30 seconds until all the leads have danced with all the follows.”

13-Mar-23 CCRMarch23-12 4.2 DWAS Categories Advance A DWAS 1st bullet point: Change to: “An Advanced A competitor must have 180-299 points.”

13-Mar-23 CCRMarch23-13 5 Cabaret Categories remove: “Teams cab be further split into Newcomer Teams and Intermediate & Advanced Teams.”

13-Mar-23 CCRMarch23-14 5.1 Showcase Rules remove 3rd bullet point.

13-Mar-23 CCRMarch23-15 5.2 Newcomer Teams Rules remove 2nd bullet point.

13-Mar-23 CCRMarch23-16 5.3 Team Rules remove 2nd bullet point.

13-Mar-23 CCRMarch23-17 5.3 Change: heading to “5.3 Teams Judging Criteria”

13-Mar-23 CCRMarch23-18 5.3 Change 1st sentence to “Teams will be judged on the following…” etc.

13-Mar-23 CCRMarch23-19 6.1 Open Freestyle New bullet point: “The lead and follow cannot interchange their roles.”

1st bullet point: change “80 points” to “60 points”

13-Mar-23 CCRMarch23-20 6.2 Battle of the Sexes Change: above heading to 6.2 Battle Of The Same (BOTS)

Remove bullet point: “Competitor couples must be of the same sex.”

New bullet point: “The lead and follow can interchange their roles.”

New Bullet point: “The competitor couple can be made up of any combination of lead or follow.”

13-Mar-23 CCRMarch23-21 6.3 Triples Remove: 1st bullet point, Replace with: “There must be one lead and two follows.”

New bullet point: “The lead and follows cannot interchange their roles.”

13-Mar-23 CCRMarch23-22 6.4 Ceroc X New bullet point: “There must be a lead and a follow.”

New bullet point: “The lead and follow cannot interchange their roles.”

13-Mar-23 CCRMarch23-23 6.5 Infinity New bullet point: “There must be a lead and a follow.”

New bullet point: “The lead and follow cannot interchange their roles.”



3rd bullet point: remove and replace with “If a handhold is released the couple must leave the floor.”

13-Mar-23 CCRMarch23-24 6.6 Music Mash Up: New bullet point: “There must be a lead and a follow.”

New bullet point: “The lead and follow cannot interchange their roles.”

13-Mar-23 CCRMarch23-25 6.7 Adam & Eve New bullet point: “There must be a lead and a follow.”

New bullet point: “The lead and follow cannot interchange their roles.”

New bullet point: “Should there be insufficient Advanced competitors then Intermediate competitors shall be randomly paired together.”

13-Mar-23 CCRMarch23-26 6.9 Blind Date New bullet point: “There must be a lead and a follow.”

New bullet point: “The lead and follow cannot interchange their roles.”

2nd bullet point: Remove 2nd bullet point Replace with: “A follow will be randomly paired with a lead.”

3rd bullet point: “The female will be blindfolded.” Change to: “The follow will be blindfolded.”

13-Mar-23 CCRMarch23-27 6.10 Swaps N Steals Change: above heading to Swaps & Steals

1st bullet point: Remove & replace with “Competitors must enter as two leads and one follow or one lead and two follows.”

New bullet point: “The leads and follows cannot interchange their roles.”

3rd bullet point: Remove & replace bullet point with “The lead can steal the follow from the other lead, or the follow can steal the

 lead from the other follow.”

13-Mar-23 CCRMarch23-28 6.11 45 & Over New bullet point: “There must be a lead and a follow.”

New bullet point: “The lead and follow cannot interchange their roles.”

2nd bullet point: Remove “Same sex couples may compete together.”

13-Mar-23 CCRMarch23-29 6.12 25 and Under Remove category.

13-Mar-23 CCRMarch23-30 6.13 Lucky Dip Change: heading to 6.12 Lucky Dip

New bullet point: “There must be a lead and a follow.”

New bullet point: “The lead and follow cannot interchange their roles.”

13-Mar-23 CCRMarch23-31 6.14 Vice Versa Change: heading to 6.13 Role Reversal

Remove: 1st & 2nd bullet points.

New bullet point: “There must be a lead and a follow.”

New bullet point: “The lead and follow cannot interchange their roles.”

New bullet point: "If competitors have entered DWAS, they must enter this category in the opposite role to that entered in DWAS."

New bullet point: "If there is no DWAS category being offered, then the competitor shall enter as the opposite role to what they would enter in DWAS."

13-Mar-23 CCRMarch23-32 6.15 Dance Off Change: heading to 6.14 Dance Off

New bullet point: “There must be a lead and a follow.”

New bullet point: “The lead and follow cannot interchange their roles.”

13-Mar-23 CCRMarch23-33 6.16 Masters / Invitational Change: heading to 6.15 Masters / Invitational

New bullet point: “There must be a lead and a follow.”

New bullet point: “The lead and follow cannot interchange their roles.”


